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Launched in Milan in 2017, Packaging Première has established itself as the must-attend luxury 
packaging event and has earned the trust and support of Europe’s most iconic luxury brands. 
The event is dedicated to connecting packaging technologists, designers, suppliers, and buyers 
to shape the future of their packaging and products with a bold and unmistakeable mark of 
luxury. 

Since its launch in Paris in 2001, PCD has become the world’s leading event brand for the 
beauty packaging community, connecting, and inspiring innovation and business for brands, 
designers, and suppliers alike. PCD Milan caters to Italy’s rapidly growing and innovative beauty 
market and will attract packaging suppliers that can support Italy’s premium and leading beauty 
brands with their packaging projects.

Our community-conscious commitment to providing our network of beauty and luxury brands 
with a curated group of packaging suppliers that can meet their standard of excellence is at the 
heart of our shows. Together the two co-located events will create a dynamic and impactful 
platform that will drive packaging innovation, partnerships and connections, and business 
growth for Milan - the international hub of beauty, fashion, and luxury. 

Shape the future of your packaging business at the heart of Italy’s luxury and beauty 
markets.



*Source: Statista, Italy luxury goods market in 2022
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Packaging Première has developed an unrivalled position in driving the luxury packaging 
business for premium goods, fashion, fi ne food, accessories and retail. Since its launch, 
the event has earned the support of key brand owners including Giorgio Armani, 
Balenciaga, Gianni Versace, Lindt & Sprüngli, Ferrero, Swarovski, Guess, and more. 

Exhibit at Packaging Première to claim your share Italy’s €13.8bn* luxury goods market with 
direct access to key decision-makers and the most infl uential buyers from the market. Grow 
your connections and discover new business opportunities with brands who are eager to 
source their packaging solutions for the year ahead. 

Dolce & Gabbana | Gucci | Dsquared2  
Etro | Prada | Giorgio Armani | Moncler 
Rolex Italia | Swarovski | Valentino 
Campari | Bottega Veneta | Luxottica ** 

**Attendees at Packaging Première 2022
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The launch of PCD Milan set the stage for packaging suppliers and beauty brands from 
Italy’s iconic Cosmetic Valley to drive innovation and collaboration forward. The event 
serves the rapidly growing €10.6bn Italian cosmetic market, by providing a focused 
environment for suppliers and visitors to fi nd inspiration for their packaging projects and 
accelerate their business growth. 

Place your packaging business at the forefront Italy’s cosmetic and personal care market, and 
showcase your packaging solutions and innovations to packaging buyers and specifi ers from 
our expansive network of beauty brands. Grow your connections and engage with a wide array 
of key decision-makers across the supply chain to discover new business opportunities. 

Deborah Group | Dolce & Gabbana Beauty 
Bottega Verde | Acqua di Parma| Kiko 
Milano | L’Erbolario | Acqua del Garda  
Angelini Beauty | Nashi Argan | Alfaparf 
Group | Bios Line | Interparfums Italia 
Nouba Make Up **

*Source: Statista, Italy cosmetic market in 2022

**Attendees at PCD Milan 2022



Learn
Our events bring together an agenda-setting group of speakers from brand 
owners, designers, retailers and other industry experts to tackle the biggest 
topics from sustainability and smart packaging to pemiumisation and design 
trends – equipping you with the knowledge to solve your innovation challenges.

Both at the show and through our year-round digital content programme, the two events 
are designed to accelerate innovation, provide inspiration and pave the path to packaging 
excellence.

Source
Both onsite and online, Packaging Première and PCD Milan
will offer visitors a totally focused environment for brands to 
source packaging solutions, discover new products and meet 
new and existing suppliers.

Connect
Through networking initiatives, guided tours, a new Ambassador 
programme and a new digital matchmaking platform, the two co-located 
will make it easy for visitors and exhibitors to connect and meet both 
before and at the event.

Inspire
Through our innovation galleries, featured art displays, and 
partnerships with the world’s leading design agencies you can find 
the inspiration and creativity needed to shape your innovations in 
the year to come.





Visitor insights - 2022
Attendees 2022: 5900
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Some of the brands who attended in 2022 

BEAUTY: Acqua di Parma, Alfaparf Group, Bios Line, Bottega Verde, Bullfrog, Collistar, Coswell, 

Dolce & Gabbana Beauty, Etro Beauty, Gotha, H. Krull & C., HIC, Intercos, Istituto Ganassini, KIKO 

Milano, L’Erbolario, L’Oréal, La Prairie, Mavive, Nabla Cosmetics, Nobile 1942, Nouba, Pink Frogs, 

Professional by Fama, Rancé, Scent Company, Selectiva, Xerjoff  // FASHION & ACCESSORIES: 

Bally, Brunello Cucinelli, Bulgari, Calzedonia, Canali, Celine, Dsquared2, Etro, Furla, Giorgio 

Armani, Gucci, Liu Jo, Loro Piana, Luxottica, Marella, Max Mara, Missoni, Moncler, Moschino, 

Prada, Salvatore Ferragamo, Tod’s, Valentino, Zegna // WINE & SPIRITS: Brunello, Ca’ del 

Bosco, Campari Group, Collis Veneto Wine Group, Distillerie Bonollo Umberto, Fantini Group 

Vini, Ferrari F.lli Lunelli, Feudi San Gregorio, Lucano 1894, Marchesi De’ Frescobaldi, Mionetto, 

Montenegro, Illva Saronno // FOOD: Barilla, Ferrero, Gud Milano, Icam, Illy Caff è, Marchesi 1824, 

Noberasco, Olivieri, Peck, Scarpato, Venchi // WATCHES AND JEWELS: Bulgari, Damiani, Kaidor, 

Mabina Gioielli, Marco Bicego, Morellato, Pomellato, Radeztky, Rolex Italia, Stroili Oro, Vhernier 

// OTHER: Alessi, B&B Italia, Hangar Manzoni, H&H Italia, Moleskine, Pineider 1774, QC Terme, 

Robilant Associati, Sambonet, Yankee.





Here at Packaging Première I have found
incredible packaging solutions for our
high-end products. What’s more, here you
can fi nd innovation at any packaging 
level, with a vast variety of sustainable 
solutions”
Giulia Gallà - Product Development,
Moleskine

“I have found so many interesting 
companies and innovations for Fine 
Food and Premium Spirits. They really 
manage to create luxury packaging 
solutions while keeping a strong focus 
on sustainability, that is increasingly 
important for consumers.” 
Camilla Riccardi - Packaging R&D, Gruppo 
Montenegro

“A cosmetics and perfumery fair of this
calibre has been missing in Milan.” 
Juan Mantilla - Head of Creative, KIKO Milan

“This year I consider my visit at
Packaging Première particularly
important: the event is the best place
to stay up to date with the latest
innovations and here I can fi nd new
ideas, technologies and inspiration for
increasingly sustainable packaging
solutions” Luisella Tepatti - Director,
Etro Fragrances & Beauty

“An event such as PCD in Milan is an
interesting opportunity: in just a few 
hours you have the chance to get a 
complete picture of what is new and to 
meet directly with many suppliers without 
having to organise long business trips”
Giampaolo Collet - Content & Trade 
Manager, Bullfrog

“This is the perfect place to fi nd 
innovative and sustainable ideas that go 
beyond the disposable box: packaging 
solutions made to be collected and 
reused.” 
Lorena Anelli - Sourcing Buyer 
for Retail, L’Oréal Italia
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What visitors think



...and much more!

“PCD Milan is a unique opportunity: 
a beauty event in the Italian capital 
of fashion allows us to meet fashion 
brands wishing to develop their 
beauty products”
Luca Maggio - Key Account Manager,
Baralan

“We are very happy to exhibit at
Packaging Première. It’s our reference 
exhibition, here we meet the whole supply 
chain: customers, designers, and brand 
owners” 
Alessandro Carnevale - Brand Ambassador, 
Luxoro

“It is very important for us to exhibit 
at Packaging Première to confi rm our 
presence in the packaging market. 
We hope to be back next year!”
Filippo Giardiello - Sustainability 
Marketing & Communication Specialist,
Brandart

• Bags for retail
• Bottles
• Caps and closures
• Design, artwork and 3D   
 printing services
• Dispensing and aerosol   
 technologies
• Films and sleeves
• Glass packaging

• Labels and label materials
• Metal packaging
• Paper and board
• Plastic and bioplastic   
 packaging
• Point of sale materials
• Presentation    
 packaging

• Ribbons and other   
 embellishments
• Security systems 
• Stamping and decoration

275+ exhibitors in 2022

EXHIBITOR PROFILE



Put your packaging business at the heart of Italy’s luxury and beauty markets
Packaging Première and PCD Milan are designed to help packaging specifi ers, buyers and 
designers innovate in a focused environment – most of all, by connecting them with the 
very best packaging suppliers and partners. That means the event will maximise business 
opportunities and lead generation for exhibitors like you, putting you face-to-face with your 
chosen focused audience of luxury, fashion and accesories, fi ne food, wines and spirits or 
cosmetics and fragrances packaging buyers. 

All exhibitors at Easyfairs events benefi t from a range of stand and build options, as well as a 
suite of marketing tools off ered by the MyEasyfairs and EasyGo platforms, which give you the 
visibility and leads you want and help our audience to plan their visit to the show.

Contact our team today to fi nd out how Packaging Première and PCD Milan can help you 
paccelerate your business growth.

Federico Dellafi ore
Head of Sales – PCD
+44 (0)20 3196 4436
federico.dellafi ore@easyfairs.com

Edwige Ferrao
Packaging Première Sales
+44 (0)20 3196 4435
edwige.ferrao@easyfairs.com

Jennifer Burley
Commercial Director – PCD 
and Packaging Première
+44 (0)20 3196 4433
jennifer.burley@easyfairs.com 

Emanuela Danzi
Sales Manager
+39 334 3964105
emanuela.danzi@easyfairs.com

Francesca Finamore
Sales Manager
+39 331 6285857
francesca.fi namore@easyfairs.com
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Sales Manager
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